
1 INTRODUCTION

In the last decade clinching has become an
established and important technique for sheet metal
joining. Its main application is in the automotive,
appliance and air-conditioning industry and for
computer housings. In particular, the automotive
industry promoted the rapid increase in the use of
clinch joints. This was due to the trend towards
lightweight bodywork.
Although clinching has been adopted as a standard
in manufacturing, the process itself is not yet fully
understood. This yields high experimental effort and
therefore high costs for attaining the optimal joining
parameters before newly developed structures can be
taken into production. Numerical simulation, a well-
established tool in manufacturing nowadays, is a
way of reducing these costs and times.
In this paper the finite element code INDEED® is
applied to study the clinching process in detail. The
aim of this research is to provide a flexible means
for predicting the quality of the proposed clinch joint
in an early design phase. Therefore the clinching
process itself is simulated to get a basic
understanding of the joining mechanism and its
important parameters. Following this, the formed
joint is tested numerically through simulating
destructive tests. It will eventually enable an easy

tools selection and, if need be, the tooling geometry
can be optimized to obtain the desired quality.

2 CLINCHING

Clinching is a joining technique for sheet metal in
which the joint is formed by a localized cold
deformation that results in a locking together of the
sheets. This is obtained without the expense of
consumables. Generally the clinching process can be
subdivided into a number of different variants [1,2].
In this paper research is restricted to the round, one-
stage clinching processes without cutting.

Figure 1: TOX and Tog-L-Loc system (Source: Hahn)

Clinching is applied to typical lightweight metals
because of their bad weldability; for steel structures
it can be a cost-effective alternative to spot welding.
Also worthy of mention are the high process
reliability, the use of prepainted or coated sheets
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without surface damage and the absence of corrosion
sensitive cutting edges. The main disadvantage of
clinching is the relatively low static strength [3].
This restricts application to moderately stressed
parts, a typical example being the bonnet of a car.
Here two of the most applied systems are studied:
the TOX system and BTM’s Tog-L-Loc system. The
main difference between these two is that the TOX
system employs a fixed die whereas the BTM
system makes use of an expanding die, see Figure 1.
Globally, the processes consist of four phases. In the
first embossing phase both sheets are drawn into the
die. When the lower sheet touches the die an
upsetting takes place and the material is forced to
flow in radial direction. Then the toroidal cavity is
filled (TOX) or the die parts expand (Tog-L-Loc)
and finally a process of backward extrusion ends the
clinching. This sequence is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The four phases of Tog-L-Loc clinching

In order to control the quality of a clinch joint during
processing the force diagram can be compared to a
reference diagram. Before production starts
however, an expensive series of tests have to be
gone through. In order to come to a set of tools
which optimises the quality of clinch joint for the
given materials, a set of joints is made with varying
tool geometry. Subsequently, the joints are tested for
static and dynamic strength. A number of methods
for destructive testing have been proposed, though
only recently first actions were enveloped to assess
standards for definition and testing of clinch joints
[2]. In this research the standardized tests for spot
welding are applied [4]. This concerns a tensile test
where the joint is tested in clinching (axial)
direction, and a shear test in transverse direction, see
Figure 3.

Figure 3: DIN 50164 tensile test and DIN 53283 shear test

Parallel to these mechanical tests, the deformed
geometry is measured on the basis of a cross section,
as schematized in Figure 4.

overlapping fneck width t

Figure 4: definition of geometric properties

This reveals the overlapping f and the neck width t
of the joint, which act as measures for the strength of
the joint.

3 SIMULATION

Simulations of the clinching process have been
performed with the implicit finite element code
INDEED® [5]. This code was originally developed for
the analysis of sheet metal forming processes like
deep drawing or hydroforming. Because of the ever
increasing demands on tolerances for bodywork,
processes like flanging and joining become more
and more important. These processes however must
because of their geometry be considered as bulk
forming processes. Therefore simulation of
clinching demands other characteristics of the finite
element code [6–10].

3.1 Features

The finite element programme is based on a total
Lagrangian formulation. The elements used are
isoparametric bilinear quad and trilinear brick
elements. Both types employ a strain projection
method, Hughes’ B-bar approach [11].
One of the typical differences between sheet and
bulk metal forming processes is the observed
pressure. The extremely large values that are
encountered in clinching are the main reason for
rejecting a penalty formulation for contact. The
otherwise occurring penetrations and convergence
difficulties are eliminated when using a Lagrange
Multiplier method [12–14]. Friction between the
rigid tools and workpiece and between the
deformable bodies is based on Coulomb’s law.

3.2 Setting up a clinching simulation

In simulating the clinching processes of Figure 1,
one can exploit the axial symmetry of the process
using axisymmetric elements.
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Figure 5: Set-up for a simulation with expanding die (2D)

Obviously, when material anisotropy, tooling
misalignments or else asymmetrical boundary
conditions are important, a 2D model is inadequate
for fulfilling these requirements. In this instance, a
3D model based on volume elements on at least a 90
degree segment can be used. Since anisotropy is of
minor influence on the properties of the considered
clinch spots [15], a 2D model is used for the
clinching itself and the subsequent tensile test.

4 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

The simulation model is verified by experiments that
were carried out in Inpro’s own laboratory. A
number of experiments were run with the Tog-L-Loc
5.5mm system and TOX 6mm system. Several
tooling geometries and two different materials were
used. The materials that have been chosen were deep
drawing steels DC04 (1.2mm) and DC06 (0.8mm),
both dry and without coating.

4.1 Clinching and static tensile test

For simulation of the TOX joint a 2D model was
used with which both sheets had the same number of
elements. Afterwards, the geometric parameters
were compared with the experiment. In Figure 6 the
experimental and the simulated joint geometry with
the equivalent strain are displayed.

Figure 6: Joint geometry from experiment and simulation
(calculated equivalent strain is blended in)

For the considered TOX clinch joint the simulated
geometrical quantities are within a 5-10 percent
range of the experimental ones. In the cross section
of the joint it can be seen that the sheet thicknesses
in the bottom of the joint are different. This is
caused by different friction conditions between
punch and die. In the simulation, coefficients of
friction of 0.10 and 0.15 are used respectively.
Although friction exerts a minor influence on the
quality of the joint, it is of considerable influence on
the punch force. A friction reduction could therefore
stimulate the development of smaller and lighter
tools.

The Tog-L-Loc clinch joints are simulated using
tools that enable rotation for the modelling of the
expanding die parts. This is a necessity for capturing
the complicated equilibrium between punch force,
blankholder force and friction (see Figure 5).
In view of the BTM clinch joints, the simulations
show considerable deviations from experimental
values. While overlapping differences of up to 40
percent are observed, the predicted neck width is on
the other hand in good agreement. In contrast to the
considered TOX clinch joint, the element distortion
has become so pronounced that the accuracy is
strongly affected. This tends to be the case when the
deformation resembles more that of shearing.
Adaptive remeshing increases the predictive quality
of the calculations.

Figure 7: Example of simulated final geometry and geometry
after tensile testing for Tog-L-Loc (DC06 x DC06)

In Figure 7 the final geometry after clinching and



after tensile testing are shown. The static tensile
strength which is highly dependent on overlapping is
underestimated by a mere 20 percent. This does not
seem to be in agreement with the larger
underestimation of the overlapping. It can be
explained by the fact that the tensile test geometry is
not truly axisymmetric whereas the model is. The
use of other geometries for tensile testing is
currently being explored.

4.2 Static shear test

An optimal shear strength is obtained when the total
amount of work is maximal. This strongly depends
on the neck width t of the joint. In order to come to
this optimum, a failure mode combining buckling of
the upper sheet in the bottom part with rupture of the
neck should be traced.
A strategy for minimising CPU times for the
simulation of the asymmetric shear test is as follows:
• simulate the joining process with a 3D segment

on a small angle,
• project the outcome onto a 180 degree segment,
• simulate the shear test with the new 3D model.
In Figure 8 these three stages are shown for a TOX
clinch joint. For the time being, state variables are
not mapped onto the deformed geometry.

Figure 8: Simulation of the shear test in three stages: clinching,
mapping and testing

Although no exact comparison with the experiments
has been made, a good qualitative agreement is
observed. For instance the buckling of the upper
sheet in the joint is the typical deformation mode as
seen in experiments.

5 CONCLUSION

It has been shown that simulation offers a flexible
method to study the clinching process. For some of
the considered clinch joints the outcome of
simulations are in good agreement with experiments.
Although the results for the Tog-L-Loc system are
not so highly regarded, something which can be
attributed to the lack of remeshing algorithm, trends
are nevertheless very well predicted. In further
research, therefore, emphasis will be placed on the
implementation of an optimized adaptive remeshing
algorithm.
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